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DIGITAL
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AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY

What we do (Services)
We offer paramount services at an unparalleled quality and at the
same time provide individual customer service as well. The list of
services rendered by us is as follows -

Aerial Filming and Cinematography

Geographic Mapping
& Surveying

Construction Sites Filming

Hotels and Resorts Filming

Real Estate Filming

Live Events

360 Degree Virtual Tour

Aerial Filming and Cinematography
To garner authentic oating digital imagery of any property and presenting it
as matchless a talented and experienced skill is required and that is our USP.
We specialize in both oblique and original scaled vertical photography. We
deliver deft aerial cinematography using rst-rate Unmanned Aerial Systems
(UAS), serving all our clients with spectacular aerial imagery. We have a
fusion of creativity and technical prociency, with the help of which we can
roll out the cutting edge in aerial technology and cinematography to offer
solutions for your project requirements.

Geographic Mapping & Surveying
Envent provides its clients with an array of services under the belt
of Mapping & Surveying. Some of the services rendered are
volumetric & area surveys, alignment surveys, ood, drought and
encroachment studies. In addition to this, trafc surveys, as well as
3D mapping with drones are some of the services that we
undertake.

Construction Sites Filming
Our aerial lming technology is the aptest way a construction company
can keep track of the development of their property, administer
workforce and resources, supervise the budget and time. This helps you
to view your property from the initial stages of the development until the
completion of the project. As a result, we can help you in capturing the
entire lifecycle of your project.

Hotels and Resorts Filming
Adroit photographic skills help us to provide you with the best shots
for your hotels and resort businesses. Our aerial lming team is inclined
towards providing you with an aerial viewpoint that will help your
business stand out from the competition.

Real Estate Filming
Drones, these days, are playing an important role in the growth of the real
estate sector in India. The ability of a drone to capture stunning landscapes
in high denition has made millions of professionals in the real estate sector
realise that it is better than its land-bassed counterpart. The impressive aerial
footage captured with the help of drones invariably succeeds in tempting
the potential buyers towards the piece of land that has been put on sale. Get
in touch with Envent if you are nding it hard to come across buyers for your
property.
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360 Degree Virtual Tour
We have a team of experts who provide you with excellent value
for money Virtual Tours which you could integrate into your website
easily without any extra costs. It will help you promote your
business in an exclusive and ocular way. Besides our professionals
that we have, also the technology that we use is foremost, be it the
camera that we use which has a feature to capture the entire 360degree view without taking any shots of the camera itself. Without
visiting a particular location, a person can see the place on his/her
mobile device and get a clear-cut idea of the property.

DGCA Guidelines
The operation of drones in India is regulated by the guidelines laid
down by the Directorate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA). A few of
them are:
1: A drone ying in India should stay in the Visual Line of Sight.
2: Drones are not allowed to y in controlled airspace.
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Also required is to y 5 miles away from the nearest airport
or aviation facility, along with maintaining direct sight of the drone
and also to y during daylight or well-lit conditions. Following is the
link to the detailed guidelines of the DGCA http://bit.do/DGCA-Guidelines-2016-
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- Safe and comfortable ying operations, option to add an
altitude window, closed loop waypoint check, multiple battery
checks, GPS checks.
- Emergency failsafe recovery, predictive battery failsafe, RC
signal test, ight sensor health analysis, ight data logging.
- Redundant ight control systems (OPTION), showing limits of the
ight envelope.
- Geofencing for safety, auto-pilot home location check, terrain
collision avoidance, endurance test.

₹
Our Pricing
Envent prices its services depending on numerous elements. The pricing
will differ due to reasons such as

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
I)

Type of equipment (drones, cameras, gimbals, etc.) to be used.
Magnitude of the landscape to be captured.
Distance of the site
Specicity in the shots required
Requirement of particular areas or regions
Deadline date for the nal video
Intricacies in the shoot
Number of days for the shoot
Nature of editing and optimisation to be carried out at the
post-production stage.
j) The time required for the editing of the video (Which depends
on the Length of the video).
K) The purpose of the video like for external advertising, internal
promotion, training or company overview (The videos will be
accordingly planned)
Please contact us at get@aerialphoto.in to get custom quote

About Us
Envent Digital Technologies is a business house that intends to
develop a penchant for Aerial Photography and videography in
the hearts of millions of Indians by treating their eyes with the
footage that deserves to be called superlative in terms of quality.
We have a team of professionals with years of experience in the
awless operation of drones, and while serving our clients, we
allow every smidgen of this experience to come into play. We
have advanced drones at our disposal that can capture
stunning photos and videos in high denition. Along with
capturing impressive footage, we are also good at editing it
according to the specic needs of our clients and ensuring that it
can be viewed on all the devices irrespective of their screen
size.
We offer immaculate services at the most reasonable cost. While
capturing the landscapes across India, we ensure that their
beauty is retained and there is no dearth of detail.

Website: www.aerialphoto.in

Email: get@aerialphoto.in

Phone: 0124-4215253, 7042031673, 9987820360
Address: 8 BVM, First Floor, DLF Phase 2, Gurugram, Haryana - 122008

